K − optical potentials relevant to calculations of K − nuclear quasi-bound states were developed within several chiral meson-baryon coupled-channel interaction models. The applied models yield quite different K − binding energies and widths. Then, the K − multinucleon interactions were incorporated by a phenomenological optical potential fitted recently to kaonic atom data. Though the applied K − interaction models differ significantly in the K − N subthreshold region, our selfconsistent calculations of kaonic nuclei across the periodic table lead to conclusions valid quite generally. Due to K − multinucleon absorption in the nuclear medium the calculated widths of K − nuclear states are sizable, Γ K − ≥ 90 MeV, and exceed substantially their binding energies in all considered nuclei.
I. INTRODUCTION
The near-thresholdKN attraction seems to be strong enough to bind the antikaon in the nuclear medium and form a kaonic nucleus [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, strong absorption of K − in nuclear matter, as well as in-medium modifications and distinct energy dependence of the K − N scattering amplitudes attributed to the Λ(1405) resonance could call this presumption into question and thus have to be carefully accounted for in relevant calculations.
Unique information allowing us to fix the K − p interaction at and above threshold is provided by low-energyKN scattering data (summarized e.g. in Ref. [5] ), threshold branching ratios [6] , and in particular, strong interaction energy shift and width of kaonic hydrogen atom [7] . The K − n interaction is much poorly determined due to the lack of sufficiently accurate data. Considerably less is known about the K − N interaction below threshold. Information about the subthreshold interaction of K − with nucleons comes from the analyses of πΣ spectra in the region of Λ(1405) and especially from the measurement of energy shifts and widths of K − atomic states throughout the periodic table [8, 9] .
The theoretical description of the K − N interaction is currently provided by chirallymotivated meson-baryon interaction models. Parameters of these models are tuned to reproduce the above low-energy K − N observables. In the present study, the free-space K − N scattering amplitudes derived within various chiral SU(3) meson-baryon coupled-channel interaction models: Prague (P) [10] , Kyoto-Munich (KM) [5] , Murcia (M1 and M2) [11] , and Bonn (B2 and B4) [12] are used to construct the kaon self-energy operator Π K − . The free s-wave scattering amplitudes F K − p ( √ s) and F K − n ( √ s) considered in this work are shown in other at threshold and, except the Bonn model amplitudes, also above threshold. The form of B2 and B4 amplitudes deviates from the others because higher partial waves were included in the Bonn model fits. All the K − p amplitudes differ considerably below threshold, which implies the region relevant for K − -nuclear bound-state calculations. Moreover, they are significantly energy-dependent below threshold due to existence of Λ(1405) resonance which is dynamically generated in these models. It is thus important to evaluate the K − -nucleus potential self-consistently [13, 14] . The K − n amplitudes ( widths Γ K − of kaonic nuclear states calculated within the above K − N interaction models are expected to differ substantially from each other.
The implications of self-consistent treatment of energy dependence of chirally-inspired K − N amplitudes near threshold for calculations of K − -nuclear states were discussed in
Ref. [15] . Due to a sizable downward energy shift towards πΣ threshold, the K − potential constructed within the P model yields relatively small K − widths because only the K − absorption on a single-nucleon, K − N → πY (Y = Λ, Σ), is involved in this model [13] [14] [15] .
In nuclear medium, K − multinucleon interactions, such as K − NN → Y N take place as well [16] [17] [18] and should thus be considered in any realistic study of K − -nuclear quasi-bound states. Indeed, recent analyses of kaonic atoms have confirmed that a phenomenological term representing K − multinucleon processes has to be added to the optical potential constructed from in-medium chirally motivated K − N amplitudes in order to achieve good fit to the data [17, 18] . In Refs. [13] [14] [15] , the K − NN absorption was included using a phenomenological potential and as a consequence, the K − widths increased and became comparable with K − binding energies. Although the chiral K − N interaction models do not involve the K − multinucleon processes explicitly, Sekihara et al. [19] derived non-mesonic K − interaction channels within a chiral unitary approach for the s-waveKN amplitude and calculated the ratio of mesonic to non-mesonic K − absorption at rest in nuclear matter. The experimental information about this ratio comes from bubble chamber experiments [20] [21] [22] .
Recently, Friedman and Gal have supplemented the K − single-nucleon potential constructed from several chiral K − N amplitude models by a phenomenological term representing the K − multinucleon interactions and fitted its parameters to kaonic atom data for each mesonbaryon interaction model separately [18] . Moreover, they confronted the total K − optical potential with experimental fractions of K − absorption at rest. They found that only the P and KM models supplemented by the K − multinucleon potential are able to reproduce both experimental constraints simultaneously. These two models were recently used in calculations of K − quasi-bound states [23] and the K − multinucleon interactions were found to cause radical increase of the widths of K − -nuclear states.
In this work, we apply all six chirally-motivated meson-baryon coupled-channel interaction models considered in Ref. [18] to calculations of K − -nuclear quasi bound states, aiming at exploring model dependence of predicted K − binding energies and widths. Then we supplement the K − single-nucleon potential by a corresponding phenomenological optical potential describing the K − multinucleon interactions in order to study in detail their impact on K − binding energies and widths. Unlike previous calculations, we consider various K − N interaction models presented in recent years. Most of them were never applied in such studies before. We perform unique calculations of kaonic nuclear quasi-bound states using the K − -nuclear potentials containing both K − single-nucleon and multinucleon interactions which were fitted to available data for each meson-baryon interaction model.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present construction of the in-medium K − N amplitudes from the free-space amplitudes derived within chirally-inspired coupledchannel models of meson-baryon interactions. We introduce a self-consistent scheme for treating energy dependence of these amplitudes and derive for each interaction model a relevant K − -nuclear potential. We discuss results of our calculations of K − -nuclear quasibound states using these potentials. In Section III, we present phenomenological potentials describing K − multinucleon interactions and explore their impact on the widths and binding energies of kaonic nuclear quasi-bound states. A brief summary is given in Section IV.
II. CHIRALLY-MOTIVATED K − NUCLEAR POTENTIALS
The binding energies B K − and widths Γ K − of K − -nuclear quasi-bound states are determined by solving self-consistently the Klein-Gordon equation
Coulomb potential introduced via the minimal substitution [24] , and ρ is the nuclear density distribution. The energy-and density-dependent kaon self-energy operator Π K − describes K − interactions with the nuclear medium.
The self-energy operator Π K − in Eq. (1) is constructed in a "tρ" form with the in-medium amplitudes derived from the chirally-motivated K − N scattering amplitudes presented in Fig. 1 . It is expressed as
where F 0 and F 1 are the isospin 0 and 1 s-wave in-medium amplitudes, respectively, √ s is the total energy of the K − N system , m N is the nucleon mass, and V
K − stands for the (single-nucleon) K − -nucleus optical potential. The kinematical factor √ s/m N comes from transforming amplitudes from the two-body cm frame to the lab frame. The ρ p and ρ n denote proton and neutron density distributions, respectively, in a given core nucleus obtained within the relativistic mean-field model NL-SH [25] . We consider static nuclear density distribution, which means that core polarization effects are not included in our calculations. The polarization effects are A-dependent -for instance within the P model, they increase B K − by ≈ 6 MeV in Li, by ≤ 2 MeV in Ca, and by ≤ 0.5 MeV in Pb [15] . In any case, the role of the nuclear polarization is less pronounced than the model dependence.
The modifications of the free-space amplitudes due to Pauli principle in the medium are accounted for by using the multiple scattering approach (WRW) [26] . The in-medium amplitudes F 0 and F 1 are then given in the following form:
where
Here, p F is the Fermi momentum corresponding to density ρ = 2p (4) can be evaluated analytically as [18] 
In Fig. 2 , we present the K − p and K − n amplitudes in the considered models, modified by the WRW procedure at saturation density ρ 0 = 0.17 fm In previous calculations [13, 15] , the in-medium modifications of the K − N amplitudes in the P model [10] were accounted for in a different way. The integration over the intermediate meson-baryon momenta in the underlying Green's function was restricted to a region ensuring the nucleon intermediate energy to be above the Fermi level (denoted further 'Pauli'). Moreover, the in-medium hadron self-energies (denoted 'Pauli+SE') were considered in some cases as well. In Fig. 3 , we compare the Pauli correlated amplitudes with the WRW modified amplitudes in the P model. Both approaches, WRW and Pauli, yield similar
region. Above threshold, the behavior of Pauli and WRW modified amplitudes is different.
The effect of hadron self-energies is illustrated in Fig. 3 as well. The Pauli correlated and Pauli+SE amplitudes are again quite similar to each other farther below threshold (in the
is a momentum-space form factor (see Ref. [13] ) region relevant to K − -nuclear bound state calculations), but they differ appreciably near and above threshold.
The existence of the subthreshold resonance Λ(1405), which is dynamically generated in chirally-motivated coupled-channel models, causes that the K − p amplitudes exhibit strong energy (and density) dependence near and below threshold. This feature requires a proper self-consistent scheme for evaluating the K − optical potential in both calculations of K − atomic as well as nuclear states [13, 15, 17, 18] . 
Unlike the free two-body cm system, the momentum dependent term ( p N + p K − ) 2 = 0 in the K − -nucleus cm frame, which generates additional substantial downward energy shift [13] .
The non-negligible momentum term is upon averaging over angles equal to
This averaging, i.e. dropping the term ∼ p K − · p N , has been meant to provide a mean value of the energy √ s for a given density. It is not a substitute for a proper treatment of Fermi motion.
The effect of Fermi motion was studied in detail in Ref. [27] where it was demonstrated that the Fermi averaging has a small effect on the K − binding energy. Nevertheless, we performed calculations using averaging on the level of K − N amplitudes instead of angular averaging.
We verified that both approaches yield very similar results -K − binding energies differ by ≤ 2% and the widths by ≤ 10%.
The kaon kinetic energy is given in the local density approximation by
where V K − is the K − -nuclear optical potential. The nucleon kinetic energy is expressed within the Fermi gas model as p
where T N = 23 MeV is the average nucleon kinetic energy andρ is the average nuclear density distribution.
Finally, the K − N amplitudes can be expressed as a function of energy
where E th = m N + m K − and the energy shift δ √ s is expanded near threshold in terms of binding and kinetic energies (to leading order):
MeV is the average binding energy per nucleon. After introducing specific forms of density dependence ensuring that δ √ s → 0 as ρ → 0 in agreement with the low-density limit (for details see Ref. [17] ) the energy shift δ √ s in Eq. (9) has the following form:
where ρ max is the maximal value of the nuclear density. The K − binding energy B K − is multiplied by ρ/ρ max , which ensures that the K − kinetic energy expressed in Eq. (7) in terms of local density approximation is positive at any nuclear density.
It is to be noted that since the input of our work was adopted from the kaonic atoms analysis of Friedman and Gal [18] , it is desirable to keep consistent and use similar kinematics in our calculations.
In Fig. 4 we present the downward energy shift δ √ s = E − E th as a function of relative density ρ/ρ 0 probed in the self-consistent calculations with in-medium K − optical potential
K − based on amplitudes from chiral models P, KM, M1, and M2. The calculations were performed for the 16 models B2 and B4 are not plotted in the figure since these models do not yield any K − -nuclear bound state. It is to be noted that though the free-space amplitudes in Fig. 1 are shown only to √ s = 1370 MeV, the amplitudes for KM and P models are available down to 1300 MeV. The energy shifts δ √ s in the models shown in Fig. 4 are thus safely in the available energy region.
In calculations presented in this work, we take into account only Pauli correlations in the medium expressed within the WRW approach. One might argue that the effect of hadron self-energies should be included as well. In Fig. 5 we demonstrate the role of hadron selfenergies in 40 Ca. We compare the K − potential V threshold, thus in the region relevant to calculations of kaonic nuclear states. As a consequence, corresponding K − -nucleus potentials derived using these amplitudes differ significantly as well. In Fig. 6 , we present real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the K − -nuclear optical potential V
K − in 40 Ca, calculated self-consistently within P, KM, M1, and M2 models. The depths of ReV In Fig. 8 (left panel) we compare K − -nuclear single-particle spectra in 40 Ca, calculated using various K − N interaction models. Again, the K − binding energies B K − strongly depend on the model used. The relative position of the K − spectra is in accordance with the depths of the K − -nucleus potentials V
K − shown in Fig. 6 . The corresponding K − N → πY conversion widths are presented in Fig. 8 (right panel). In the P and KM models, the 1s-state widths are reduced due to considerable energy shift towards the πΣ threshold and become smaller than the widths of excited states, for which √ s is farther from the πΣ threshold. On the other hand, the K − widths calculated in M1 and M2 models follow the opposite trend. It is because √ s in these models is much closer to the K − N threshold where the (dominant) imaginary part of the K − p amplitudes starts to decrease towards the threshold (see Fig. 2 ). This feature is more pronounced in the M2 model which gives a smaller downward energy shift due to the shallower K − potential (1d and 2s states are unbound).
Following results of calculations presented so far, one might conclude that at least some K − N interaction models predict sufficiently bound kaonic nuclear states with relatively narrow widths. In the nuclear medium, however, K − multinucleon processes take place as well. They are becoming more and more important with increasing nuclear density and K − binding energy [28, 29] . We will demonstrate their significant role in self-consistent calculations of kaonic nuclei in the next Section.
III. THE ROLE OF K − MULTINUCLEON INTERACTIONS
The K − multinucleon interactions are an inseparable component of every realistic description of K − -nucleus interaction. As was shown in recent analysis by Friedman and Gal [18] , the single-nucleon K − potential constructed within all chiral meson-baryon interaction models considered in this work has to be supplemented by a phenomenological term representing K − multinucleon processes in order to obtain good fit to kaonic atom data.
The total K − optical potential is then a sum of single-nucleon and multinucleon potential
K − , where the single-nucleon potential V
K − is given by Eq. (2) and the multinucleon term V
The values of the complex amplitude B and positive exponent α listed in Table I were obtained by fitting kaonic atom data for each K − N amplitude model separately [18] . Moreover, the total K − optical potentials V K − were then confronted with branching ratios of K − absorption at rest. Only two models, P and KM, were found to reproduce simultaneously the fractions of K − single-nucleon absorption from bubble chamber experiments [20] [21] [22] and kaonic atom data. Yet, we performed calculations for all six discussed K − N amplitude models. It is to be noted that the P and KM models could be regarded as equivalent within the uncertainties shown in Table I .
The dominant mode of K − absorption on two nucleons in the nuclear interior is the non-pionic conversion K − NN → ΣN [19, 28, 30] . Since the amplitude ImB is constant, we multiply it by kinematical suppression factor to account for phase space reduction for decay products in K − NN → ΣN absorption in the nuclear medium. The suppression factor used in our calculation is of the form
It is to be noted that for processes on a single nucleon, the proper energy dependence is K − in the nuclear interior is thus a matter of extrapolation to higher densities. In order to allow for more flexibility, we consider different options for V (2) K − beyond the half density limit ρ(r) = 0.5ρ 0 in our calculations. First, the form (11) is applied in the entire nucleus (full density option -FD).
Second, the potential V
K − (0.5ρ 0 ) for ρ(r) ≥ 0.5ρ 0 (half density limit -HD). In the third approximation (TR), the tρ form of V (2) K − is assumed for densities ρ(r) ≥ 0.5ρ 0 in Eq. (11), i.e. V (2)
In Fig. 9 , we present subthreshold energy shift δ √ s = E − E th as a function of the nuclear density in 208 Pb, calculated in all K − N interaction models considered in this work, with the FD version of the K − multinucleon potential. For illustration, we show also the uncertainties involved in the KM1 and KM2 multinucleon potentials. They are denoted by dashed and dotted areas and the gray shaded band stands for their overlap. After including the K − multinucleon interactions in the KM and P models (the only two models accepted by analysis of Ref. [18] ), the energy shift δ √ s for a particular density becomes smaller and moves back towards the K − N threshold (compare Fig. 4 and Fig. 9 ). On the other hand, the K − (see Table I ) probe much deeper energy region below threshold than the KM and P models. In fact, fairly deep ReV We witness large model dependence of the downward energy shifts δ √ s, ranging from -35 to -230 MeV in the nuclear center. This suggests that the models yield considerably different K − optical potentials. Yet, the KM and P models could be regarded as equivalent since they all lie in corresponding uncertainty bands and describe kaonic atom data equally well. We note that the free-space amplitudes in the M1, M2, B2, and B4 models were available only for √ s ≥ 1370 MeV. Therefore, we fixed the K − N amplitudes at constant value F K − N (1370) when √ s got below 1370 MeV in our self-consistent calculations.
The individual contributions from single-nucleon V
K − and multinucleon V K − to the total real K − -nucleus potential is repulsive in the KM1 model, as well as in the P1 and P2 models (not shown in the figure) . As a result, the total K − -nucleus potential including multinucleon processes is less attractive than the original single-nucleon K − -nucleus potential. In the KM2 model the contribution from V
K − brings additional attraction to the total potential due to positive sign of the effective amplitude ReB (see Table I ). However, the extensive uncertainty band in Fig. 10 proves that the sign of ReB in the KM2 model is insignificant. The V (1) K − part of the optical potential in the KM1 and KM2 models (as well as in other models) differs from the original single-nucleon K − N potential due to the different subthreshold energy shift (see Fig. 9 and Fig. 4) . The uncertainties in the K − N part arise from variations of δ √ s caused by the uncertainties in total K − -nuclear potential. The depths of the total ReV K − in the KM1(2), P1 (2), and M1 models including the multinucleon potential V K − potential and thus in the surface region of a nucleus, K − single-nucleon absorption dominates in accordance with experimental findings [20] [21] [22] .
The B2, B4, and M2 models yield the real part of the total K − -nucleus potential extremely deep, ∼ (200 − 300) MeV in the nuclear interior, thanks to a strongly attractive ReV (2) K − . On the contrary, the imaginary part of the V K − potentials in these models is shallower than in the KM1 model. K − potentials is different (see Fig. 10 ) the relative contribution of ImV in the nuclear interior, the single-nucleon absorption is reduced due to the vicinity of the πΣ threshold and multinucleon absorption prevails. All three higher-density versions of V The above discussed K − N amplitude models supplemented by K − multinucleon interactions described by the phenomenological potential V
K − were applied to calculations of K − -nuclear bound states in various nuclei across the periodic table. We considered all three extrapolations HD, TR, and FD of V
K − . In Table II strong K − absorption.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We performed calculations of K − nuclear quasi-bound states using K − -nucleus optical potentials derived self-consistently from K − N amplitudes, obtained within several recent chirally-motivated meson-baryon coupled-channel models. Following analyses of Friedman and Gal [17, 18] these models need to be supplemented by a phenomenological term representing K − multinucleon interactions in order to fit kaonic atom data. Though only the P and KM models are able to reproduce at the same time the experimentally determined fractions of K − single-nucleon absorption at rest [18] , we considered also the other K − N amplitude models in order to explore model dependence of our calculations. The main aim of our work was to assess the effect of the K − multinucleon processes on binding energies and widths of kaonic nuclear states.
First, we constructed the chirally-motivated K − single-nucleon part of the optical potential using 6 different sets of K − N amplitudes. In order to account for Pauli correlations in the nuclear medium, we applied the multiple-scattering WRW procedure [26] . We verified that hadron self-energies, considered in previous calculations of in-medium K − N amplitudes [13, 14] , affect the K − single-nucleon potential only slightly in the energy region relevant to our current calculations. An important aspect of chirally-motivated K − N amplitudes is their energy dependence which has to be treated self-consistently, taking into account the non-negligible contribution from K − and N momenta. Each out of the consid- Next, we added to each K − single-nucleon potential V
K − a corresponding phenomenological multinucleon potential V (2) K − , parameters of which were recently fitted to kaonic atom data [18] . Since the kaonic-atom data probe the K − optical potential reliably up to at most ∼ 50% of ρ 0 , we considered three different scenarios for extrapolating V
K − to higher densities, ρ ≥ 0.5ρ 0 . Though the applied models differ widely in the subthreshold region, our calculations lead to some quite general conclusions, valid for each of the K − -nucleus interaction models. We found that the K − multinucleon absorption gives rise to substantial increase of the widths of K − -nuclear states. The K − widths exceed considerably the K − binding energies in the vast majority of nuclei. In the KM and P models, the only models accepted by the analysis of Friedman and Gal [18] , the FD variant of V
K − even does not yield any K − -nuclear bound state in most of the nuclei under consideration. We verified that these conclusions remain valid even after taking into account the uncertainties in the multinucleon potential V
K − . After exploring various chirally-inspired coupled-channel models of meson-baryon interactions together with a phenomenological K − multinucleon part fitted to reproduce the experimental data we feel free to conclude that the widths of K − -nuclear quasi-bound states in nuclei with A ≥ 6 are considerably larger than their binding energies. Therefore, observation of such states in experiment seems highly unlikely. We believe that our results will stimulate theoretical studies of the role of K − multinucleon processes in lighter K − -nuclear systems in which few-body techniques are applicable. 
